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MIMOUNA IS A CELEBRATORY FEAST THAT BEGINS WHEN THE SUN 
SETS ON THE LAST DAY OF PASSOVER.

It celebrates fertility, new beginnings, and the freedom of springtime. Guests eat, dance, and sing 
together, and those who have abstained from eating leavened foods at this time can once again eat 
them. While Mimouna traditions originated in Morocco, the holiday has spread across Sephardi and 
Mizrahi cultures, and is practiced by Jews all over the world. This guide is an invitation to those who 

celebrate Passover to taste and feel the fl avors, sounds, and aura of this North African Jewish tradition.

ORIGINS OF THE NAME

The name of the holiday — Mimouna — has several different potential 
origins. Most attribute it to the name to the Hebrew word emuna (belief), 
the death of the preeminent medieval Sephardic Jewish philosopher, 
Rambam — Maimonides — or the name of the Berber goddess of luck — 
Mimouna A less common explanation ascribes the name of the holiday 
to the city of Tamimouna near Sudan, from which many Jews came 
to the Tafi lalt region in southern Morocco. During the Passover Seder, 
alongside the prayer for ‘next year in Jerusalem’, it was customary to 
pray for a return to Tafi lalt.

HOW WAS MIMOUNA TRADITIONALLY 
PRACTICED IN MOROCCO?

In Morocco, it was not uncommon for Muslim women to prepare dough to bring to their Jewish 
neighbors’ so that the moufl etta (light crepe topped with butter, honey, sugar, etc.) could be cooked 

and eaten as quickly as possible after sunset. Moufl etta signifi es welcoming hametz (food with 
leavening agents) back into our homes. With the greeting, Tirbah u’tissad (May you prosper and 

succeed) the doors were opened, and celebrations lasted all night. Community members visited one 
another, going in and out freely and indulging in what each home had to offer. Moroccan Jewish 

songs, dance, and joyful calls of ‘kululu’ would punctuate the air and many folks would wear kaftans, 
traditional Moroccan clothing 

On the eve of Mimouna, it is customary not to eat meat, only dairy products and fi sh, which symbolize 
abundance and festiveness. And in the city Tétouan it was customary to put a bowl with a live fi sh on 

the table, as a sign of luck!

Outside of Morocco, many other Jewish communities also celebrate the end of Passover with similar 
Springtime welcoming traditions. The Iraqis customarily went out into nature and took a dip in the 
Tigris. The Persians left their homes and connected with nature. In Egypt, Israel, and Turkey Jews 

celebrated the opening of a new year.
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THEMES OF MIMOUNA

Mimouna is fi rst and foremost about opening up your home. No 
matter how many people show up, there is always plenty of room, 
food, and celebration for everyone. Mimouna, in essence, represents 
an abundance mindset: no matter what we have, we have more than 
enough, and thus, we should share. 

COMMUNITY

an abundance mindset: no matter what we have, we have more than 

In Morocco, at the conclusion of Passover, Muslim neighbors would 
come to Jewish homes with leaves of fresh sheba (wormwood) vine, 
nana (spearmint), fl our, milk, and honey. Muslim neighbors would help 
Jewish families launch Mimouna, wish them a blessed and successful 
celebration, and join the festivities!

INTER-FAITH RELATIONS 

This is a Springtime festival calling in fertility for the land and blessing 
families to have more children. Tables are decorated with green leaves 
and vegetables representing healthy, fertile land. Some also see this as a 
prayer for a rain: to rejuvenate the soils and prevent drought.

FERTILITY

This celebration is an opportunity to call in prosperity for the coming year. Some families will spread 
coins across the table or place coins in a bowl of fl our. You can call in abundance and prosperity in 

many ways: seeds, grains, or other objects of signifi cance can also be used.

PROSPERITY

Mimouna is an invitation to pleasure. We feast the senses through decadent sweets, lavish colorful 
tables, adorned clothing, and uplifting songs and dance. It is the embodiment of joie de vivre (joy of 

living) and an abundance mindset where we can indulge knowing there will be enough to go around. 
Let’s not just talk about liberation, but experience it in our bodies!

BEAUTY & PLEASURE

“There is no way to repress pleasure and expect 
liberation, satisfaction, or joy.”

― ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN
Pleasure Activism: The Politics Of Feeling Good
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WHAT DOES MIMOUNA TEACH US ABOUT 
LIBERATION?

As the interconnectedness of our species becomes increasingly impactful we are reminded that 
our individual liberation is inherently tied to our collective liberation. While Mimouna is a vibrant 

and joyous way to conclude Passover, it is not meant as a bypass of the grief our Exodus story holds. 
The enjoyment of the promised land is only possible after we unearth the anger, injustice, grief, and 

myriad other emotions that are alive in the stories and experiences of Passover. 

As this holiday continues to grow and out of its original context of the melach (the Moroccan Jewish 
neighborhoods in which it commenced), we are invited to explore what seeds want to be planted into 

this tradition. We offer Mimouna as a celebration and prayer for our collective liberation.

As you build your celebration of this tradition, some questions you may ask yourself or your 
guests include...

° How can we support the thriving and prosperity  
   of all other beings?

° What offerings are we bringing to adorn    
 ourselves and our table? How do they represent  
 abundance, joy, or liberation?

° Where are the ingredients for our feast coming   
 from? What hands worked to get them to our   
 table? What practices were used? Were they   
 produced with ethics we wish to align ourselves   
 with?

° Which of our neighbors do we notice are   
 not invited today? How can we create more   
 opportunities to invite them in this abundance?

“I have seen how denying our full, complex selves — denying our aliveness and our needs 
as living, sensual beings — increases the chance that we will be at odds with ourselves, our 

loved ones, our coworkers, and our neighbors on this planet.”

― ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN
Pleasure Activism: The Politics Of Feeling Good
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MIMOUNA COOKBOOK

MOUFLETA

thin Moroccan pancakes — for small batches you can cut recipe in half

R E C I P E . . .

° 8 Cups All-Purpose Flour (to  
 make gluten free use gluten free  
 all-purpose fl our)
° 1 tbsp. Granulated Sugar (can  
 substitute coconut sugar)
° 1 tsp. Instant Dry Yeast
° 1 tsp. Kosher Salt
° 1 Cup Vegetable, Avocado,   
 Saffl ower, Melted Coconut, or  
 Canola Oil
° Butter & Honey For Serving  
 (alternatively use ghee or   
 miyoko’s vegan butter)

I N S T R U C T I O N S

In a large bowl, combine the fl our, sugar, yeast, and salt. Make a well in the center, and slowly 
add 3 to 3.5 cups warm water, mixing and kneading gently, at fi rst with a big spoon and then 
with your hands, until a light and elastic dough is formed. Add a little extra water if dough seems 
too dry; it should be pretty wet. Cover the bowl with towel or plastic wrap and let dough rest for 
about 30 minutes.|

Generously coat a baking sheet with oil and set aside. Coat your hands with oil and divide the 
dough into about 20 balls, each slightly smaller than a tennis ball. Dip each ball in the oil and set 
on the baking sheet. Don’t worry if the balls lose their shape. Let rest for another 15 minutes.
Lightly oil your work surface. Place 1 ball at time on the surface and fl atten with your palm. Using 
your fi ngers, stretch the dough out, as thin as possible, into a 7 or 8 inch discs. Keep dipping 
your fi ngers in the oil as needed to help get the moufl eta as thin as possible and to keep it from 
sticking to the work surface or your hands.

Place a large cast-iron or nonstick skillet over medium-low heat. When the pan is hot, carefully 
pick up the fi rst moufl eta (it will be stretchy and have a hard time holding its shape) and place it 
on the hot skillet. Cook on one side, about 1 to 2 minutes, until the underside has golden-brown 
patches. Flip the pancake over, roll out the next ball of dough and place it on top of the fi rst one. 
When the bottom side has golden-brown patches, fl ip both pancakes together to cook the new 
one. Roll out another moufl eta and place on top of the moufl eta pack in the skillet. Flip to cook. 
Repeat for all moufl etas, starting over again when you have a pack of 7 or 8. Except for the fi rst 
one, they are all getting cooked only on one side. Alternatively, the moufl etas can be cooked one 
at a time for about 1 to 2 minutes per side and removed to a plate, each one going underneath 
the one cooked before it to help keep them from drying out. Cover the plate with a towel as you 
work.

Serve immediately, while warm, with butter and honey.
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MIMOUNA COOKBOOK

OPHIR’S MIMOUNA DATES

R E C I P E . . .

° Tahini
° Hot Water
° Lemons
° Cardamom
° Sea Salt
° Honey
° Medjool Dates
° Pistachios

I N S T R U C T I O N S

Mix tahini (sesame seed paste) with a little hot water, fresh-squeezed lemon juice, cardamom, 
sea salt, and honey (or date syrup). Put inside a pitted medjool date, and top off with crumbled 
pistachios. Make enough to fi ll at least 12 medjools and put on a nice platter. 

MIMOUNA SONGS / PIYUTIM
In the night of the MIMUNA (the last day of 

Passover)
Everyone brings gifts and food to share.

We offer milk and honey, butter, fi sh, barley 
and wheat.

With fl owers, Blossom and garden
There are Hebrews and Arabs, all together.

All are dining around the tables drinking and 
eating.

With songs and playing instrument.
And the Jewish woman will dress as an Arab 

woman. 
And the man will put on a Adraia( an Arab 

outfi t).
On the night of the MIMUNA ,you could not 
differentiate between the Arab and the Jew, 

between an urban or a rural.
In the night of the Mimuna They are all happy.

You! The people from the west. Moroccan 
people of faith.

Praise the almighty. This is day of joy and 
happiness.

The almighty split up the sea of reeds,
Pharaoh’s chariots and army he cast into the 

sea.
And the Israelites had walked on dry land in 

the midst of the sea.
And the belonging of his pursuers and 

governors was
Given to the Israelites as a gift.

And all the way through people blessed each 
other.

In Morocco for generations,
This is what they will say to their friends:

Welcome my friends ‘Arbah Yachai Wagina’ 
(joy and prosperity 

To you my brothers).


